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How is it that a patch of flickering light on a wall can
produce experiences that engage our imaginations and
can feel totally real? From the vertigo of a skydive to the
emotional charge of an unexpected victory or defeat,
movies give us some of our most vivid experiences and
most lasting memories. They reshape our emotions and
worldviews--but why? In Flicker, Jeff Zacks delves into
the history of cinema and the latest research to explain
what happens between your ears when you sit down in
the theatre and the lights go out. Some of the questions
Flicker answers: Why do we flinch when Rocky takes a
punch in Sylvester Stallone's movies, duck when the jet
careens towards the tower in Airplane, and tap our toes
to the dance numbers in Chicago or Moulin Rouge? Why
do so many of us cry at the movies? What's the
difference between remembering what happened in a
movie and what happened in real life--and can we
always tell the difference? To answer these questions
and more, Flicker gives us an engaging, fast-paced look
at what happens in your head when you watch a movie.
This book highlights state-of-the-art research on big data
and the Internet of Things (IoT), along with related areas
to ensure efficient and Internet-compatible IoT systems.
It not only discusses big data security and privacy
challenges, but also energy-efficient approaches to
improving virtual machine placement in cloud computing
environments. Big data and the Internet of Things (IoT)
are ultimately two sides of the same coin, yet extracting,
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analyzing and managing IoT data poses a serious
challenge. Accordingly, proper analytics
infrastructures/platforms should be used to analyze IoT
data. Information technology (IT) allows people to
upload, retrieve, store and collect information, which
ultimately forms big data. The use of big data analytics
has grown tremendously in just the past few years. At
the same time, the IoT has entered the public
consciousness, sparking people’s imaginations as to
what a fully connected world can offer. Further, the book
discusses the analysis of real-time big data to derive
actionable intelligence in enterprise applications in
several domains, such as in industry and agriculture. It
explores possible automated solutions in daily life,
including structures for smart cities and automated home
systems based on IoT technology, as well as health care
systems that manage large amounts of data (big data) to
improve clinical decisions. The book addresses the
security and privacy of the IoT and big data technologies,
while also revealing the impact of IoT technologies on
several scenarios in smart cities design. Intended as a
comprehensive introduction, it offers in-depth analysis
and provides scientists, engineers and professionals the
latest techniques, frameworks and strategies used in IoT
and big data technologies.
The fifth edition of the Manual of Allergy and Immunology
is designed to serve health care professionals in the
diagnosis and management of allergic and other
immunological disorders. The manual presents the basic
and essential material and provides specific information
to assist in clinical decision-making and treatment
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planning. The specialist will find this manual a
convenient reference handbook, while the generalist will
be able to use the Manual as a helpful guide in
formulating a diagnostic and therapeutic approach to
patients suspected of having an allergic or immunologic
disorder. Students, house officers, and other health care
professionals will find the Manual a useful guide to the
clinical practice of allergy and immunology. New for this
edition: • Additional tables provide extensive data for
basic and clinical understanding • Increased use of
algorithms to help provide quick diagnosis • References
include both published literature and authoritative
Internet resources for more extensive discussion of each
subject • Therapeutic recommendations are consistent
with current evidence-based guidelines to provide the
latest information • Uses the familiar Lippincott Manual
outline format to organize information and save time in
looking up information
The 2nd International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence and Speech Technology (AIST2020) was
organized by Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University for
Women, Delhi, India on November 19–20, 2020.
AIST2020 is dedicated to cutting-edge research that
addresses the scientific needs of academic researchers
and industrial professionals to explore new horizons of
knowledge related to Artificial Intelligence and Speech
Technologies. AIST2020 includes high-quality paper
presentation sessions revealing the latest research
findings, and engaging participant discussions. The main
focus is on novel contributions which would open new
opportunities for providing better and low-cost solutions
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for the betterment of society. These include the use of
new AI-based approaches like Deep Learning, CNN,
RNN, GAN, and others in various Speech related issues
like speech synthesis, speech recognition, etc.
This book covers IoT and Big Data from a technical and
business point of view. The book explains the design
principles, algorithms, technical knowledge, and
marketing for IoT systems. It emphasizes applications of
big data and IoT. It includes scientific algorithms and key
techniques for fusion of both areas. Real case
applications from different industries are offering to
facilitate ease of understanding the approach. The book
goes on to address the significance of security
algorithms in combing IoT and big data which is currently
evolving in communication technologies. The book is
written for researchers, professionals, and academicians
from interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary areas. The
readers will get an opportunity to know the conceptual
ideas with step-by-step pragmatic examples which
makes ease of understanding no matter the level of the
reader.
This comprehensive book focuses on better big-data
security for healthcare organizations. Following an
extensive introduction to the Internet of Things (IoT) in
healthcare including challenging topics and scenarios, it
offers an in-depth analysis of medical body area
networks with the 5th generation of IoT communication
technology along with its nanotechnology. It also
describes a novel strategic framework and
computationally intelligent model to measure possible
security vulnerabilities in the context of e-health.
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Moreover, the book addresses healthcare systems that
handle large volumes of data driven by patients’ records
and health/personal information, including big-databased knowledge management systems to support
clinical decisions. Several of the issues faced in
storing/processing big data are presented along with the
available tools, technologies and algorithms to deal with
those problems as well as a case study in healthcare
analytics. Addressing trust, privacy, and security issues
as well as the IoT and big-data challenges, the book
highlights the advances in the field to guide engineers
developing different IoT devices and evaluating the
performance of different IoT techniques. Additionally, it
explores the impact of such technologies on public,
private, community, and hybrid scenarios in healthcare.
This book offers professionals, scientists and engineers
the latest technologies, techniques, and strategies for
IoT and big data.
A superior primer on software testing and quality
assurance, from integration to execution and automation
This important new work fills the pressing need for a userfriendly text that aims to provide software engineers,
software quality professionals, software developers, and
students with the fundamental developments in testing
theory and common testing practices. Software Testing
and Quality Assurance: Theory and Practice equips
readers with a solid understanding of: Practices that
support the production of quality software Software
testing techniques Life-cycle models for requirements,
defects, test cases, and test results Process models for
units, integration, system, and acceptance testing How to
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build test teams, including recruiting and retaining test
engineers Quality Models, Capability Maturity Model,
Testing Maturity Model, and Test Process Improvement
Model Expertly balancing theory with practice, and
complemented with an abundance of pedagogical tools,
including test questions, examples, teaching
suggestions, and chapter summaries, this book is a
valuable, self-contained tool for professionals and an
ideal introductory text for courses in software testing,
quality assurance, and software engineering.
An overview of the current state of nanotechnology-based
devices with applications in environmental science, focusing
on nanomaterials and polymer nanocomposites. The
handbook pays special attention to those nanotechnologybased approaches that promise easier, faster and cheaper
processes in environmental monitoring and remediation.
Furthermore, it presents up-to-date information on the
economics, toxicity and regulations related to nanotechnology
in detail. The book closes with a look at the role of
nanotechnology for a green and sustainable future. With its
coverage of existing and soon-to-be-realized devices this is
an indispensable reference for both academic and corporate
R&D.
The agile, lightweight, open-source Spring Framework
continues to be the de facto leading enterprise Java
application development framework for today's Java
programmers and developers. It works with other leading
open-source, agile and lightweight Java technologies like
Hibernate, Groovy, MyBatis, and more. Spring now also
works with Java EE and JPA 2 as well. Pro Spring 3 updates
the bestselling Pro Spring with the latest that the Spring
Framework has to offer: version 3.1. At 1000 pages, this is by
far the most comprehensive Spring book available, thoroughly
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exploring the power of Spring. With Pro Spring 3, you’ll learn
Spring basics and core topics, and gain access to the
authors’ insights and real–world experiences with remoting,
Hibernate, and EJB. Beyond the basics, you'll learn how to
leverage the Spring Framework to build various tiers or parts
of an enterprise Java application like transactions, the web
and presentations tiers, deployment, and much more. A full
sample application allows you to apply many of the
technologies and techniques covered in this book and see
how they work together. After reading this definitive book,
you'll be armed with the power of Spring to build complex
Spring applications, top to bottom.
The visual field refers to the total area in which objects can be
seen in the side (peripheral) vision when the eyes are
focused on a central point. Glaucoma is a condition of the eye
in which the optic nerve is damaged due to increased fluid
pressure in the eye. If untreated or uncontrolled, glaucoma
first causes peripheral vision loss and eventually can lead to
blindness. A visual field test is a method of measuring an
individual's entire scope of vision, that is their central and
peripheral (side) vision. The test is most frequently used to
help detect glaucoma but may also be used for detection of
central or peripheral diseases of the retina, eyelid conditions
such as drooping (ptosis), optic nerve damage and disease,
and conditions affecting the visual pathways from the optic
nerve to the area of the brain (occipital cortex) where this
information is processed into vision. The fourth edition of this
comprehensive text provides ophthalmologists and trainees
with a guide to the interpretation of visual field tests and
subsequent diagnosis and management of ocular disorders.
The book has been fully revised and features additional
topics including two new classification systems for glaucoma.
Nearly 800 clinical photographs and diagrams further
enhance learning. Key points Comprehensive guide to
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interpretation of visual field tests and diagnosis of ocular
disorders Fully revised fourth edition featuring many new
topics Features nearly 800 clinical photographs and diagrams
Previous edition (9788184488661) published in 2008
Fortran Is The Pioneer Computer Language Originally
Designed To Suit Numerical, Scientific And Engineering
Computations. In Spite Of The Birth Of Several Computer
Languages, Fortran Is Still Used As A Primary Tool For
Programming Numerical Computations. In This Book All The
Features Of Fortran 77 Have Been Elaborately Explained
With The Support Of Examples And Illustrations. Programs
Have Been Designed And Developed In A Systematic Way
For All The Classical Problems. All The Topics Of Numerical
Methods Have Been Presented In A Simple Style And
Algorithms Developed. Complete Fortran 77 Programs And
More Than One Sets Of Sample Data Have Been Given For
Each Method. The Content Of The Book Have Been Carefully
Tailored For A Course Material Of A One Semester Course
For The Computer Science, Mathematics And Physics
Students.
Principles of Marketology, Volume 2 focuses on the practical
aspect and demonstrates the applications of marketology
referring to market orientation, internal marketing, business,
market and competitive analysis concepts and techniques.
Then the modern marketology and its developments in the
future are discussed. At the of this volume as the appendix, a
handbook of marketology is presented in which a practical
manual including simple and summarized descriptions of
different needed parts and worksheets for executing
marketology in an organization is depicted.
Over the past decade, progress in plant science and
molecular technologies has grown considerably. This book
focuses on plant biotechnology applications specializing in
certain aspects of breeding and molecular marker-assisted
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selection processes, omic strategies, usage of bioinformatic
tools, and nanotechnological improvements in agricultural
sciences. Most farmers and breeders can no longer simply
turn to the older strategies, and new instructions are needed
to adapt their systems to achieve their production goals. The
book covers new information on using metabolomics and
nanotechnology in agriculture. In these circumstances, all
new data and technology are very important in plant science.
The topics in this book are practical and user-friendly. They
allow practitioners, students, and academicians with specific
background knowledge to feel confident about the principles
presented on a new generation of molecular plant
biotechnology applications.
This book highlights the implications of nanotechnology and
the effects of nanoparticles on agricultural systems, their
interactions with plants as well as their potential applications
as fertilizers and pesticides. It also discusses how innovative,
eco-friendly approaches to improve food and agricultural
systems lead to increased plant productivity. Further, it offers
insights into the current trends and future prospects of
nanotechnology along with the benefits and risks and their
impact on agricultural ecosystems. Nanomaterials in
agriculture reduce the amount of chemical products sprayed
by means of smart delivery of active ingredients; minimize
nutrient losses in fertilization; and increase yields through
optimized water and nutrient management. There is also
huge potential for nanotechnology in the provision of state-ofthe-art solutions for various challenges faced by agriculture
and society, both today and in the future.
This work of art is an attempt to showcase the magnificent
beauty of Sultanate of Oman. It has a unique and untouched
natural setting. The photographs were captured during my
teaching assignment associated with the College of Applied
Sciences, Salalah.Photographs comprise mostly from
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Salalah, Nabi Ayub, Al-Mugsail, Haasik, Hadbin, Al- Saada,
Empty Quarter, Ubar from Dhofar region of Oman. In addition
to these, Pictures from Sur city of Oman were also included.
The photo on the cover page was conferred as the best
photograph in the photography competition on the World
Tourism day.I am grateful to all my colleagues, students,
family and friends who helped me during my short stint in
Oman. The serenity and undisturbed environment waits for
much more exploration to envisage the natural beauty of
Oman. -Dr.Krishna Sankar Kusuma
This volume pulls together interdisciplinary research on
cognitive representations in the mind and in the world. The
chapters—from cutting-edge researchers in psychology,
philosophy, computer science, and the arts—explore how
structured representations determine cognition in memory,
spatial cognition information visualization, event
comprehension, and gesture. It will appeal to graduate-level
cognitive scientists, technologists, philosophers, linguists, and
educators.
Much of our behavior is guided by our understanding of
events. We perceive events when we observe the world
unfolding around us, participate in events when we act on the
world, simulate events that we hear or read about, and use
our knowledge of events to solve problems. In this book,
Gabriel A. Radvansky and Jeffrey M. Zacks provide the first
integrated framework for event cognition and attempt to
synthesize the available psychological and neuroscience data
surrounding it. This synthesis leads to new proposals about
several traditional areas in psychology and neuroscience
including perception, attention, language understanding,
memory, and problem solving. Radvansky and Zacks have
written this book with a diverse readership in mind. It is
intended for a range of researchers working within cognitive
science including psychology, neuroscience, computer
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science, philosophy, anthropology, and education. Readers
curious about events more generally such as those working in
literature, film theory, and history will also find it of interest.
The book provides insights from the 2nd International
Conference on Communication, Computing and Networking
organized by the Department of Computer Science and
Engineering, National Institute of Technical Teachers Training
and Research, Chandigarh, India on March 29–30, 2018. The
book includes contributions in which researchers, engineers,
and academicians as well as industrial professionals from
around the globe presented their research findings and
development activities in the field of Computing Technologies,
Wireless Networks, Information Security, Image Processing
and Data Science. The book provides opportunities for the
readers to explore the literature, identify gaps in the existing
works and propose new ideas for research.
Strategic Management: Text and Cases, 2nd Edition, by
Dess/Lumpkin/Eisner is both readable and rigorous - written
for today’s student. A rocket-ship in its first edition, the
revision continues to provide solid treatment of traditional
topics in strategic management, as well as contemporary
topics like entrepreneurship, knowledge management, and
internet strategies. The prestigious author team understands
the importance of thorough, modern concepts illustrated by
rich, relevant and teachable cases. The new case selections
emphasize variety, currency, and familiar company names.
The cases are up-to-date in terms of both financial data and
strategic issues. This group of cases gives both instructors
and students unparalleled quality and variety. Based on
consistent reviewer feedback, these selections combine
comprehensive and shorter length cases about well known
companies.
Covers core basics and information about the major
manufacturing processes. Practical examples, numericals
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and case studies have been included to elaborate the matter.
The subject matter is presented in simple manner with
practical approach so that the students need not search
references and materials. As most of the interdisciplinary
students face difficulties to refer to the existing (elaborated)
texts and books in manufacturing since manufacturing is not
their core area. This problem has been addressed clearly in
the text and the subject has been made interesting and worth
reading in a very simple manner. An effort has been made to
give a clear picture of existing technologies, their advantages,
limitations and applications.
Internet of Things and Big Data Analytics Toward NextGeneration IntelligenceSpringer

An improved understanding of the interactions
between nanoparticles and plant retorts, including
their uptake, localization, and activity, could
revolutionize crop production through increased
disease resistance, nutrient utilization, and crop
yield. This may further impact other agricultural and
industrial processes that are based on plant crops.
This two-volume book analyses the key processes
involved in the nanoparticle delivery to plants and
details the interactions between plants and
nanomaterials. Potential plant nanotechnology
applications for enhanced nutrient uptake, increased
crop productivity and plant disease management are
evaluated with careful consideration regarding safe
use, social acceptance and ecological impact of
these technologies. Plant Nanobionics: Volume 1,
Advances in the Understanding of Nanomaterials
Research and Applications
begins the discussion of
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nanotechnology applications in plants with the
characterization and nanosynthesis of various
microbes and covers the mechanisms and etiology
of nanostructure function in microbial cells. It focuses
on the potential alteration of plant production
systems through the controlled release of
agrochemicals and targeted delivery of
biomolecules. Industrial and medical applications are
included. Volume 2 continues this discussion with a
focus on biosynthesis and toxicity.
The world’s second-wealthiest country, Japan once
seemed poised to overtake America. But its failure to
recover from the economic collapse of the early
1990s was unprecedented, and today it confronts an
array of disturbing social trends. Japan has the
highest suicide rate and lowest birthrate of all
industrialized countries, and a rising incidence of
untreated cases of depression. Equally as troubling
are the more than one million young men who shut
themselves in their rooms, withdrawing from society,
and the growing numbers of “parasite singles,” the
name given to single women who refuse to leave
home, marry, or bear children. In Shutting Out the
Sun, Michael Zielenziger argues that Japan’s rigid,
tradition-steeped society, its aversion to change, and
its distrust of individuality and the expression of self
are stifling economic revival, political reform, and
social evolution. Giving a human face to the
country’s malaise, Zielenziger explains how these
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constraints have driven intelligent, creative young
men to become modern-day hermits. At the same
time, young women, better educated than their
mothers and earning high salaries, are rejecting the
traditional path to marriage and motherhood,
preferring to spend their money on luxury goods and
travel. Smart, unconventional, and politically
controversial, Shutting Out the Sun is a bold
explanation of Japan’s stagnation and its
implications for the rest of the world.
The International Guide to Student Achievement
brings together and critically examines the major
influences shaping student achievement today.
There are many, often competing, claims about how
to enhance student achievement, raising the
questions of "What works?" and "What works best?"
World-renowned bestselling authors, John Hattie
and Eric M. Anderman have invited an international
group of scholars to write brief, empirically-supported
articles that examine predictors of academic
achievement across a variety of topics and domains.
Rather than telling people what to do in their schools
and classrooms, this guide simply provides the firstever compendium of research that summarizes what
is known about the major influences shaping
students’ academic achievement around the world.
Readers can apply this knowledge base to their own
school and classroom settings. The 150+ entries
serve as intellectual building blocks to creatively mix
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into new or existing educational arrangements and
aim for quick, easy reference. Chapter authors follow
a common format that allows readers to more
seamlessly compare and contrast information across
entries, guiding readers to apply this knowledge to
their own classrooms, their curriculums and teaching
strategies, and their teacher training programs.
SAP Enterprise Learning, provides a comprehensive
environment for organizations training and
knowledge transfer needs through classroom and
computer-based training, virtual learning events,
Web-based training, and collaboration features. This
book provides a go-to reference that will help you
whether those just considering SAP Enterprise
Learning or looking to improve their current
Enterprise Learning solution. It is the one resource
needed to learn about the power of this
comprehensive solution and teach users how to
implement and optimize it effectively.
Whether it is getting the scoop on insider influence
or anointing game changers, Caravan has made a
place for itself in the minds of readers in India and
beyond, winning countless awards and accolades
and showcasing the finest writers and thinkers in
long-form journalism. Twelve definitive profiles of our
agents of change are presented in this volume, with
new insight from their authors on their place in
contemporary Indian history: Praveen Donthi on
finance minister Arun Jaitley; Leena Reghunath on
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Swami Aseemanand; Krishn Kaushik on former
Attorney-General Goolam Vahanvati; Mira Sethi on
Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif; Deepak
Adhikari on Nepal Prime Minister Prachanda; Mark
Bergen on Raghuram Rajan; Samanth Subramanian
on Sameer Jain; Mehboob Jeelani on Ponty Chadha;
Rahul Bhatia on N. Srinivasan; T.M. Krishna on
musician M.S. Subbulakshmi; Ali Sethi on Farida
Khanum; Baradwaj Rangan on Vikram; and Vinod K.
Jose on Prime Minister Manmohan Singh. In this
invaluable collection, the pioneering journal presents
a valuable and far-reaching record of our times for
readers, citizens and students of journalism alike.
BIG DATA ANALYTICS FOR INTERNET OF
THINGS Discover the latest developments in IoT Big
Data with a new resource from established and
emerging leaders in the field Big Data Analytics for
Internet of Things delivers a comprehensive
overview of all aspects of big data analytics in
Internet of Things (IoT) systems. The book includes
discussions of the enabling technologies of IoT data
analytics, types of IoT data analytics, challenges in
IoT data analytics, demand for IoT data analytics,
computing platforms, analytical tools, privacy, and
security. The distinguished editors have included
resources that address key techniques in the
analysis of IoT data. The book demonstrates how to
select the appropriate techniques to unearth
valuable insights from IoT data and offers novel
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designs for IoT systems. With an abiding focus on
practical strategies with concrete applications for
data analysts and IoT professionals, Big Data
Analytics for Internet of Things also offers readers: A
thorough introduction to the Internet of Things,
including IoT architectures, enabling technologies,
and applications An exploration of the intersection
between the Internet of Things and Big Data,
including IoT as a source of Big Data, the unique
characteristics of IoT data, etc. A discussion of the
IoT data analytics, including the data analytical
requirements of IoT data and the types of IoT
analytics, including predictive, descriptive, and
prescriptive analytics A treatment of machine
learning techniques for IoT data analytics Perfect for
professionals, industry practitioners, and researchers
engaged in big data analytics related to IoT systems,
Big Data Analytics for Internet of Things will also
earn a place in the libraries of IoT designers and
manufacturers interested in facilitating the efficient
implementation of data analytics strategies.
We effortlessly recognize all sorts of events--from
simple events like people walking to complex events
like leaves blowing in the wind. We can also
remember and describe these events, and in
general, react appropriately to them, for example, in
avoiding an approaching object. Our phenomenal
ease interacting with events belies the complexity of
the underlying processes we use to deal with them.
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Driven by an interest in these complex processes,
research on event perception has been growing
rapidly. Events are the basis of all experience, so
understanding how humans perceive, represent, and
act on them will have a significant impact on many
areas of psychology. Unfortunately, much of the
research on event perception--in visual perception,
motor control, linguistics, and computer science--has
progressed without much interaction. This volume is
the first to bring together computational,
neurological, and psychological research on how
humans detect, classify, remember, and act on
events. The book will provide professional and
student researchers with a comprehensive collection
of the latest research in these diverse fields.
Community Justice discusses concepts of community within
the context of justice policy and programs, and addresses the
important relationship between the criminal justice system
and the community in the USA. Taking a bold stance in the
criminal justice debate, this book argues that crime
management is more effective through the use of informal (as
opposed to formal) social control. It demonstrates how an
increasing number of criminal justice elements are beginning
to understand that the development of partnerships within the
community that enhance informal social control will lead to a
stabilization and possible a decline in crime, especially violent
crime, and make communities more liveable. Borrowing from
an eclectic toolbox of ideas and strategies - community
organizing, environmental crime prevention, private-public
partnerships, justice initiatives – Community Justice puts
forward a new approach to establishing safe communities,
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and highlights the failure of the current American justice
system in its lack of vision and misuse of resources. Providing
detailed information about how community justice fits within
each area of the criminal justice system, and including
relevant case studies to exemplify this philosophy in action,
this book is essential reading for undergraduate and
postgraduate students of subjects such as criminology, law
and sociology.
This book explores basic and applied aspects of
microorganisms, which have a unique ability to cope with
abiotic stresses such as drought, salinity and changing
climate, as well as biodegrader microorganisms and their
functional roles. Further, readers will find detailed information
on all aspects that are required to make a microbe
“agriculturally beneficial.” The book’s primary focus is on
microbes that are essentially “hidden miniature packages of
nature” that influence agro-ecosystems. Inviting papers by
prominent national and international scientists working in the
field of agricultural microbiology, it addresses the
biogdegrader group of microbial inoculants. Each chapter
covers the respective mechanism of action and recent
advances in agricultural microbiology. In addition, the book
especially highlights innovations involving agriculturally
beneficial microorganisms, including strategies for coping with
a changing climate, and methods for developing microbial
inoculants and promoting climate-smart agriculture. The
information presented here is based on the authors’
extensive experience in the subject area, gathered in the
course of their careers in the field of agricultural microbiology.
The book offers a valuable resource for all readers who are
actively involved in research on agriculturally beneficial
microorganisms. In addition, it will help prepare readers for
the future challenges that climate change will pose for
agriculture and will help to bridge the current gaps between
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different scientific communities.
In no society do women yet enjoy the same opportunities as
men. They work longer hours and they are paid less, both in
total and prorata. Their choices as to how they spend their
time, in both work and leisure, are more constrained than they
are for men. These disparities generate substantial gaps
between how much women and men can contribute to
society, and how much they respectively share in its benefits.
In most countries, a fundamental aspect of these disparities
in inequality in access to and performance in education. The
education of girls and women has been recognized for
several decades as a fundamental human right and a
developmental necessity. Never the less, large gender
disparities in enrolment and learning achievements persist.
Eradicating these disparities is well within the power and
spending capacity of the world's governments. This book
covers all the issues related to women education, which
makes it a comprehensive and an authentic work on the
subject. It will be a highly beneficial reference tool for
education administrators, government and non-governmental
organizations, policy makers, teachers and students of
women studies and all who work for women's welfare.
Featuring in-depth coverage of categorical and nonparametric
statistics, this book provides a conceptual framework for
choosing the most appropriate type of test in various research
scenarios. Class tested at the University of Nevada, the
book's clear explanations of the underlying assumptions,
computer simulations, and Exploring the Concept boxes help
reduce reader anxiety. Problems inspired by actual studies
provide meaningful illustrations of the techniques. The
underlying assumptions of each test and the factors that
impact validity and statistical power are reviewed so readers
can explain their assumptions and how tests work in future
publications. Numerous examples from psychology,
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education, and other social sciences demonstrate varied
applications of the material. Basic statistics and probability
are reviewed for those who need a refresher.Mathematical
derivations are placed in optional appendices for those
interested in this detailed coverage. Highlights include:
Unique coverage of categorical and nonparametric statistics
better prepares readers to select the best technique for their
particular research project but some chapters can be omitted
entirely if preferred. Step by step examples of each test help
readers see how the material is applied in a variety of
disciplines. Although the book can be used with any program,
examples of how to use the tests in SPSS & EXCEL foster
conceptual understanding. Exploring the concept boxes
integrated throughout prompt students to review key material
and draw links between the concepts to deepen
understanding. Problems in each chapter help readers test
their understanding of the material. Emphasizes selecting
tests that maximize power to help readers avoid "marginally"
significant results. Website featuring datasets for the book's
examples and problems, and for the instructor Power Points,
author's course syllabus, and answers to the even numbered
problems. Chapters 1-3 cover basic concepts in probability,
especially the binomial formula followed by two chapters that
address the analysis of contingency tables. Chapters 6-8
address nonparametric tests involving at least one ordinal
variable, including testing for nonparametric interaction
effects, a topic omitted from other texts. The book then turns
to situations that involve one metric variable. Chapter 9
reviews concepts that are foundational to CDA, including
linear regression and generalized linear models. Chapters
10-11 cover logistic, ordinal, and Poisson regression.
Chapters 12 and 13 review loglinear models and the General
Estimating Equations (GEE) methodology for measuring
outcomes from multiple time points. For a deeper
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understanding of how various CDA techniques work, chapter
14 covers estimation methods, such as Newton-Raphson and
Fisher scoring. The book concludes with a summary of
factors that need to be considered when choosing the best
statistical technique. Intended for individual or combined
graduate or advanced undergraduate courses in categorical
and nonparametric data analysis, cross-classified data
analysis, advanced statistics and/or quantitative techniques
taught in psychology, education, human development,
sociology, political science, and other social and life sciences,
the book also appeals to researchers in these disciplines. The
nonparametric chapters can be deleted if preferred.
Prerequisites include knowledge of t-tests and ANOVA.
It?s no secret that certain social groups have predominated
India?s business and trading history, with business
traditionally being the preserve of particular `Bania?
communities. However, the past four or so decades have
seen a widening of the social base of Indian capital, such that
the social profile of Indian business has expanded beyond
recognition, and entrepreneurship and commerce in India are
no longer the exclusive bastion of the old mercantile castes.
In this meticulously researched book ? acclaimed for being
the first social history to document and understand India?s
new entrepreneurial groups ? Harish Damodaran looks to
answer who the new `wealth creators? are, as he traces the
transitional entry of India?s middle and lower peasant castes
into the business world. Combining analytical rigour with
journalistic flair, India?s New Capitalists is an essential read
for anyone seeking to understand the culture and evolution of
business in contemporary South Asia.
Cloud computing and big data are arguably the most
significant forces in information technology today. In the wake
of revelations about National Security Agency (NSA)
activities, many of which occur "in the cloud", this book offers
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both enlightenment and a critical view. Vincent Mosco
explores where the cloud originated, what it means, and how
important it is for business, government and citizens. He
describes the intense competition among cloud companies
like Amazon and Google, the spread of the cloud to
government agencies like the controversial NSA, and the
astounding growth of entire cloud cities in China. Is the cloud
the long-promised information utility that will solve many of
the world's economic and social problems? Or is it just
marketing hype? To the Cloud provides the first thorough
analysis of the potential and the problems of a technology
that may very well disrupt the world.
This handbook incorporates new developments in
automation. It also presents a widespread and well-structured
conglomeration of new emerging application areas, such as
medical systems and health, transportation, security and
maintenance, service, construction and retail as well as
production or logistics. The handbook is not only an ideal
resource for automation experts but also for people new to
this expanding field.
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